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Abstract 

We study light scattering and absorption in thin film solar cells, using a model system of 

a sinusoidally textured silver reflector and dielectric layers of ZnO and amorphous 

silicon. Experimental results are compared to a theoretical model based on a Rayleigh 

expansion. Taking into account the explicit interface profile, the expansion converges fast 

and can be truncated typically after three or four orders. At the same time, the use of 

realistic permittivity data correctly reproduces the intensity of diffracted orders as well as 

the coupling to guided modes and surface plasmon polariton resonances at the silver 

surface. The coupling phenomena behind the light trapping process can therefore be 

assessed in a simple, yet accurate manner.  
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Introduction 

In solar cells based on thin film silicon, limitations due to poor charge transport require 

the use of thin absorber layers [1]. Adding weak absorption because of indirect band gaps 

in amorphous or microcrystalline material, the feasible device thicknesses are typically 

below the optical absorption length; consequently, they require an optical design where 

the absorption is enhanced by light scattering. The most successful realizations rely on 

random textures [2], but at the same time it was suggested that cleverly designed periodic 

interface textures should be able to outperform their random counterparts [3]. Alas, it 

took more than a decade before suitable periodic structures for solar cell fabrication were 

demonstrated [4, 5], and still some time elapsed before acceptable device efficiencies 

were demonstrated for thin film silicon solar cells with periodic interface textures [6-13]. 

From a modelling point of view, periodic structures pose fewer difficulties than random 

ones, consequently, many reports on rigorous calculations appeared [14-19]. While 

increasing computing power made the modelling faster and more accurate over the years, 

the understanding of the actual mechanisms of light trapping is still limited.  

 

Some insight into the underlying physics can be gained by a perturbation approach where 

the multilayer stack of the cell is approximated by an equivalent stack with flat interfaces; 

after determining the dispersion diagram of the modes that can be sustained in such a 

stack, the texture can be regarded as perturbation that couples external radiation to guided 

modes [20]. Periodic textures make the coupling mechanism particularly clear because 

peaks of enhanced absorption at clearly defined wavelengths can be related to resonant 

excitation via grating coupling [12, 21]. The understanding of the coupling process can 

subsequently be employed for designing more adequate grating shapes or quasi-periodic 

structures [22]. Ultimately, these ideas apply also to random interface texture if an 

adequate number of periods are superimposed. However, this approach lacks a detailed 

prediction of the coupling strength.  
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Scattering intensities from random surfaces have been widely studied for remote sensing 

applications using radar waves [23, 24], the calculation of diffraction intensities from 

grating surfaces dates back to Lord Rayleigh [25]. References [26-29] may serve as entry 

point to the huge body of literature on these topics. The description of gratings with 

covers of thin dielectric films has been developed to describe undesired tarnishing of 

silver or the effect of nonabsorbing protection layers for special applications [30, 31]. 

 

In this contribution, we address absorption in solar cell structures on periodic reflectors. 

Absorption enhancement is clearly desired for the active part of a cell, while it must be 

avoided in the inactive parts. For the theoretical understanding, we use a computationally 

simple, yet efficient diffraction theory that takes into account the shape of the interface as 

well as realistic permittivity data. We discuss briefly the effect of lossy dielectrics on the 

plane waves that serve as basis functions for the Rayleigh expansion. In the experimental 

part, we quantify theoretical results against measurements of diffracted light intensities 

from sinusoidal relief gratings covered with dielectric films. Finally, we investigate the 

absorption by excitation of guided modes and surface plasmon resonances.  

 

Experimental 

The experiments were carried out on a grating with sinusoidal shape with period of 890 

nm and amplitude of 70 nm, resulting in a peak-to-valley depth of 140 nm. The gratings 

were manufactured by a commercial supplier via embossing into a UV-curable polymer 

(OVD Kinegram AG). We deposited three types of film on these gratings; thin films of 

silver and ZnO were grown at ambient temperature by DC and RF sputtering, 

respectively (Univex 450 B, Leybold). Silver films are 100 nm thick, the ZnO thickness 

varies between 0, 20, 40, and 60 nm. Films of amorphous silicon were deposited at 190°C 

by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition using a diluted gas mix of 

hydrogen/silane equal to two, using VHF plasma excitation at 70 MHz. The nominal film 

thickness is 200 nm as measured on glass reference substrates, on the metal coated 

substrates it is actually 260 nm. 
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The reflection was measured from 320 to 2000 nm in a spectrophotometer (Lambda 900, 

Perkin Elmer). The beam was polarized with a broad band wire grid polarizer (ProFlux 

PPL05C, Moxtek). The system is equipped with an integrating sphere for measurement of 

total and diffuse reflection with a tilt of 7°. Figure 1 illustrates the conical mounting 

where incident and zero order reflected beam span the horizontal plane while diffraction 

into positive and negative orders occurs symmetrically upwards and downwards. Using a 

symmetric grating profile, the intensities diffracted into negative and positive orders are 

identical. This configuration facilitates the interpretation of the measurements because 

upwards and downwards diffracted beams appear at the same wavelength and angle; the 

number of absorption dips is thus reduced while their signature is doubled. For the 

grating period of 890 nm, diffuse reflection between 445 and 890 nm consists only of the 

first order beams, between 297 and 445 nm it consists of first and second order beams, 

etc. As word of caution, we note that the detectors are located in the lower part of the 

integrating sphere as shown in Figure 1. Thus the downwards diffracted beams may not 

undergo complete randomization before hitting the detector. Even though we tried to take 

into account this effect in the calibration of the instrument, absolute reflection values 

must be interpreted with care whenever there are propagating diffraction orders, i.e. 

below 890 nm. We try to avoid this issue by plotting the haze which largely cancels the 

error introduced by the geometry of the measurement. The reflection data for longer 

wavelengths are much more reliable because the reflection is purely specular.  

 

Theory 

This section presents some key aspects of scattering and diffraction theory as far as 

needed for the experimental section. The idea is to provide a collection of formulae with 

consistent notation.  
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Scalar theory 

For the geometry shown in Figure 1, we define a sinusoidal surface with period P  and 

amplitude σ ; using Pg /2π= , we can write gxxf sin)( σ= . The intensity diffracted 

into p -th order is proportional to )/4(2 λπσpJ , the square of the Bessel function of p -th 

order [28]. Harvey noted that this relation applies well to s-polarization (TE) after adding 

a normalization which distributes the light intensity between propagating diffraction 

orders [32]. For s-polarization, perpendicular incidence and diffraction into first order, 

the haze i.e. the ratio between diffuse and total reflection totdiff / RRH R =  is thus given by:  
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The argument of the Bessel functions can be split into a wavevector λπ /20 =k  and a 

term of σ2 . Harvey noted that this is essentially a paraxial approximation where the 

incoming as well the diffracted wave probe the full depth of the grating; the 

approximation can be avoided by replacing σ2  by the effective depth 

)cos(cos2 21ff θθσσ +=e  [33]. For perpendicular incidence, 01 =θ  and 
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An expression for the haze in p-polarization (TM) is not readily available but an 

indicative result for short wavelength may still be obtained by following a perturbation 

treatment of Maystre [34]. For perpendicular incidence, the amplitudes of first order 

diffraction for TE and TM polarization (eqns. (28) and (29) in ref. [34]) differ only by a 
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Rayleigh expansion  

We describe systems with one and two sinusoidal interfaces, i.e. the interface between 

two media or the case of a thin film with thickness d  that is embedded between two 

semi-infinite media. Figure 1 shows the chosen coordinate system where the xy  plane is 

spanned by the incident, reflected, and transmitted beams; the mean of level of the 

interfaces is oriented along the yz  plane. The interfaces are assumed to be corrugated 

with sinusoidal shape of the same period; they are described by gxxf sin)( 11 ⋅= σ  and 

gxdxf sin)( 22 ⋅+= σ . For our experimental situation, the interfaces may vary in 

amplitude in the form of flattening or pinching. Because the geometry is invariant with 

respect to the y -coordinate, we can describe s- (or TE) and p-polarization (or TM) by 

directing either the electric or the magnetic field along the y -direction, reducing thus 

from a vectorial to an essentially scalar problem [35].  

 

The electromagnetic field in the two half spaces as well as within the films is 

subsequently expanded into plane waves. Further considerations are facilitated by the 

Rayleigh hypothesis, i.e. assuming that the expansion remains valid in the roughness 

zones and at the interfaces. For sinusoidal textures, Petit showed that this assumption is 

valid up to 07.0/ =Pσ  [36], van den Berg obtained similar limits for triangular and 

rectangular gratings [37]. In an experimental situation similar to ours, Zaidi found 

reliable results up to and even beyond 3.0/ >Pσ  [38]. Defining the wavevector modulus 

in vacuum by 00 /2 λπ=k , the in-plane component of the wave vector of a wave with 

oblique incidence under an angle θ  is given by θε sin0kk II ⋅= . For the experimental 

situation shown in Figure 1, the angle θ  is defined with respect to the horizontal plane; 

for our conical mount it is thus equal to zero. The x -component, often called propagation 

constant, is given by θεε cos0
22

0 kkkS IIII ⋅=−= .  

 

The reflected field is expressed as plane wave expansion with the reflection coefficients 

nr . Using the reciprocal lattice vector g , their z -components are given by 
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gnkk InI ⋅+=, , while the x - components are defined by 2
,

2
0, nIInI kkS −= ε ; n  runs 

through negative and positive integers including zero ( ...,2,1,0 ±±=n ). For s- and p-

polarization, the respective y -components of electric and magnetic field are given by:  

( ){ } ( ){ }∑ +−⋅++=
n nInInIII zkxSirzkxSiF ,,expexp  (3) 

 

In the film, we can write nInII kk ,, =  because the in-plane components do not change upon 

the transition from one medium into another. The propagation constants are given by 

2
,

2
0, nIIIInII kkS −= ε  where IIε  denotes the relative permittivity of the film. The field is 

composed of forward-going waves that are diffracted from the left interface (positive 

along x ), and waves that are diffracted backwards from the right interface (negative 

along x ): 

( ){ } ( ){ }∑ +−⋅++⋅=
n nIInIInnIInIInII zkxSibzkxSiaF ,,,, expexp  (4) 

The field in the right half space is given by transmitted waves in forward direction:  

( ){ }∑ +⋅=
n nIIInIIInIII zkxSitF ,,exp  (5) 

Figure 2 illustrates the different wavevector components for three different materials and 

a wavelength of 633 nm. We use the z -component of the wavevector as principal 

variable because it does not change upon transition between the media. The lowest panel 

illustrates the situation for air; for the angular range of incident light, the in-plane 

component of the wave vector θε sin0kk airair ⋅=  can vary between zero (perpendicular 

incidence) and 14
0 cm1092.9nm633/2 −×±≈±= πk  (grazing incidence under °± 90 ). 

The corresponding values of airS  are purely real, and according to their definition they 

can assume values located on the semi-circle above 0k± . According to the definitions 

preceding eq. (3), the expansion of the reflected field contains in-plane components of the 

wave vector which are larger than 0k . The corresponding propagation constants airS  are 
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thus purely imaginary. Such waves are called evanescent because they cannot propagate. 

The inset illustrates that the transition between real and imaginary propagation constants 

is sharp.  

 

Grating coupling can be read from the same diagram, as illustrated by the vertical lines 

that represent the reciprocal lattice vectors of the 1D geometry with period of 890 nm. 

For air, the semicircle intersects with three lines, representing three propagating orders, 

i.e. zero and 1± . Higher orders intersect with the evanescent branches and cannot 

propagate. The middle panel illustrates a slightly lossy medium with refractive index 

higher than air, resulting in a semi-circle with larger radius that allows propagating orders 

up to 2± . The inset shows that the edges towards grazing propagation are blurred 

because the propagation constants are complex. Different from evanescent modes in a 

lossless medium, these modes can propagate by means of the finite real part but their 

amplitude decays rapidly by means of their imaginary part. Likewise, propagating 

diffraction orders inside the semi-circle keep a small imaginary part which accounts for 

lossy propagation. For silver, the situation is different because the propagation constants 

are no longer located on a semi-circle but on wide a semi-elliptical characteristic. This 

makes the grating couple to a wide range of modes whose large imaginary components 

makes them very strongly attenuated.  

 

Boundary conditions require that the fields are continuous at both interfaces. Moreover, 

the normal derivative of the electric field is continuous for s-polarization; for example, 

the first interface requires that nFnF III ∂∂=∂∂ //  along the surface defined by 

gzx sin1σ= . For p-polarization the derivative of the magnetic field is discontinuous as 

nFnF IIIIII ∂∂⋅=∂∂⋅ /)/1(/)/1( εε . Because our geometry is invariant with respect to the 

y -coordinate, the normal derivative is expressed as:  
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An infinite set of equations is obtained by sorting for the orders )exp( gzni ⋅⋅  of the plane 

wave expansion and the different coefficients are coupled by the derivative of the 

sinusoidal surface profile ))exp()(exp()2/(/ igzigzgzf pp −+⋅=∂∂ σ . Difficulties with the 

truncation are elegantly circumvented by an additional expansion of terms that contain 

the sinusoidal surface profile in the exponent into Bessel functions [38-40]. For a 

treatment of more general surface profiles, see refs. [41, 42].  

 

Results and discussion 

We apply the concepts of the theory section to experimental results measured on 

relatively simple structures consisting of two or three media, e.g an opaque silver film 

with sinusoidal corrugation and configurations with a dielectric film on such a silver 

reflector.  

 

Reflection from a corrugated surface 

In this section, we regard corrugated surfaces of opaque thin films in contact to air, i.e. 

two media delimited by one interface; for the case of silver, even thin films of about 100 

nm justify treatment as bulk material [43]. The right part of Figure 3 shows that within 

experimental uncertainties little or no scattering takes place for wavelengths that are 

larger than the grating period. Immediately after onset, the scattering intensity is much 

more pronounced for p- than for s-polarization. Towards wavelengths of around 500 nm, 

the differences become less pronounced, but p-polarization shows a distinct dip at 490 

nm due to the excitation of a surface plasmon polariton resonance. The dip in the haze 

ratio in Figure 3 suggests that close to 60% of the reflected light gets emitted back into 

the specular beam at the wavelength of the resonance. Inspection of the absolute 

reflection data at the position of the dip (data not shown) reveals that about 25% of the 

incoming radiation is dissipated by the resonance.  

Figure 3 includes the characteristics of scalar scattering theory according to eq. (1); the 

paraxial result for s-polarization overestimates the scattered intensity, but the non-
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paraxial correction yields good agreement with the experimental result, corroborating the 

finding of Harvey [32]. The approximation for the haze in p-polarization according to eq. 

(2) reproduces correctly that the diffracted intensity is higher, but for wavelengths 

approaching the grating period, the approximation diverges quickly; the non-paraxial 

correction yields a slight improvement. Overall, we can conclude that the applicability of 

scalar theory to diffraction phenomena in reflection is capable of explaining the general 

trends, but its precision is limited. However, the paraxial result without any corrections is 

a rather acceptable approximation for unpolarized light, i.e. the average over s- and p-

polarization. Because polarization effects are averaged in case of randomly textured 

surfaces, this would explain why in some cases scattering from natural surfaces is 

described successfully with the paraxial theory [44-46]. However, such an approximation 

cannot be assumed to apply in general.  

 

We turn to results of the Rayleigh expansions. Dotted, dashed, and full lines in Figure 4 

show the calculated haze for expansion into first, second, and third order, respectively, 

using tabulated data for bulk silver [47]. The first order expansion reproduces the haze 

curve already very well, particularly for s- polarization. In case of p-polarization, the 

onset at long wavelengths is overestimated, but much better than the scalar results shown 

in Figure 3. Expansion to second order reproduces the dip close to 490 nm and also 

results in a slight improvement for the onset at long wavelengths. Third order expansion 

yields only a marginal improvement on the depth of the dip; expansion to forth and 

higher orders are not distinguishable from third order.  

 

Figure 5 shows the haze in reflection from a 260 nm thick film; the single interface model 

applies only in the strongly absorbing region where absorption in the film suppresses the 

influence of light that is reflected from the rear interface. In the shown case, this happens 

below 550 nm. Interestingly, the dip for p-polarization at short wavelengths is less 

pronounced and it occurs at a wavelength of 450 nm. This is half the grating period and 

represents the onset of second order diffraction. For reflection from a metallic grating, the 

dip was shifted to 490 nm, the resonance wavelength of the surface plasmon resonance. 
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The behaviour in the weakly absorbing region above 550 nm will be described at the end 

of the next section.  

 

Diffraction and interference phenomena in thin films 

Figure 6 shows the measured haze of a series of ZnO coatings with different thickness on 

the textured silver reflector. The p-polarized results in the lower panel show that the dip 

related to plasmon excitation moves systematically towards longer wavelengths with 

increasing thickness of the coating. The results for s-polarization in the upper panel show 

a similar dip, but only for ZnO thickness of 40 and 60 nm, and at much shorter 

wavelength. Different from the excitation of the surface plasmon resonance which occurs 

only for p-polarization, these dips are related to coupling with guided modes in the ZnO 

films.  

For modelling, we match the boundary conditions at two interfaces. The theoretical 

results in Figure 6 are based on a third order expansion, using in-house data for the 

permittivity data of ZnO, and assuming fully conformal interfaces ( 21 σσ = ). The haze 

characteristics match for both polarization directions and also the shift of the dip with the 

ZnO thickness is reproduced. The wavelengths of the dips are slightly underestimated 

while the predictions fall below lower than the measured values. At the same time, the 

widths of the dips and their tails towards lower wavelengths appear to be correct. Based 

on the observation that the position of the dip is underestimated also for the pure silver 

surface, we conclude the deviation is not related to an error in the calibration of the ZnO 

thickness. It appears more likely that the bulk dielectric data of silver is not applicable to 

our sputtered films; we will come back to this point in the next example.  

 

The haze of the 260 nm thick silicon film on silver was already presented in Figure 5; the 

polarization dependence of the total reflection from this sample is shown in Figure 7. The 

figure includes the reflection data of a flat reference sample which shows Fabry-Perot 

interferences at 1300, 800, 650, and 550 nm. At shorter wavelengths the absorption is 

sufficiently strong to suppress interference with light reflected at the back interface; the 
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reflection in the visible is around 40% and gradually increases to about 55% at the lower 

end of the wavelength scale. On the textured samples, several absorption signatures due 

to the excitation of waveguide modes are overlaid. Between these resonances the total 

reflection is close to the flat sample, except for the p-polarized sample at short 

wavelengths where the texture yields an antireflection effect.  

 

We modelled the textured silicon film again with a third order expansion, using in-house 

data for amorphous silicon. The dotted lines in Figure 7 represent modelled results with 

the data of bulk silver [47], showing that the reflection is overestimated for both, the flat 

as well the textured samples. We tried to describe silver with “bad” material quality with 

data of ion bombarded films reported by Parmigiani [48]; dashed and full lines represent 

their 20 eV and 40 eV samples, respectively. The flat sample appears to behave between 

the latter two cases. In case of the textured samples, even the 40 eV data underestimates 

the absorption for most of the guided modes. Exceptions are found at 1150 nm in s-

polarization and for p-polarization at 1050 and 1250 nm where the absorption is 

massively overestimated even when the data of bulk silver is used. The width of 

resonances is met for none of the signatures beyond 800 nm. Below that wavelength the 

correspondence is better and at first glance there is only little sensitivity to the properties 

of silver. We can tentatively conclude that the absorption phenomena are dominated by 

silicon. However, we note that even if the influence of silver appears to be a secondary 

effect, it is still noticeable in applications [49].  

 

Figure 8 plots again the haze of the 260 nm a-Si thick film from Figure 5. Overlaid are 

modelled results, this time taking into account both interfaces rather than bulk material. 

Compared to Figure 5, the main features at 600 nm and between 700 and 800 nm are 

reproduced. For both polarizations, peaks and dips are overestimated, for p-polarization 

the combination of dip and peak at 600 nm is even inversed. Nevertheless, the overall 

agreement is reasonable. Finally, we note that a small improvement on the peak positions 

can be obtained by imposing a slightly higher amplitude to the front surface. The 

difference between dashed and full lines corresponds to replacing a conformal interface 
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with amplitude of 70 nm by one where the back is kept at 70 while the front is increased 

to 72 nm. The increased amplitude at the front of the structure appears surprising as the 

growth of thin films usually flattens underlying textures. However, growth of silicon by 

PE-CVD can pinch over valleys or depressions. It would be necessary to determine the 

actual shape of our sample by a cross-sectional analysis.  

 

Conclusions 

We presented an experimental and theoretical study of reflection and light scattering from 

metallic reflectors and thin films with sinusoidal texture. The theoretical results are based 

on a plane wave expansion that takes into account the analytic interface profile and 

includes realistic permittivity data of the actual materials. Comparison with experimental 

data shows that the expansion converges rapidly, typically within three or four orders. 

Nevertheless, the intensity of diffracted modes and coupling to internal waveguide modes 

as well as to surface plasmon polariton resonances is correctly reproduced. We are 

therefore confident that the theory can be applied to more complicated configurations. 

For example, disentangling desired and undesired absorption effects in a solar cell stack 

requires the inclusion of the front contact and a buffer layer at the back.  
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1: Configuration of the measurement geometry in the integrating sphere. Incident and 

reflected beams span the horizontal plane, diffracted beams propagate upwards and downwards; the 

latter can hit the detector before being randomized.  

 

Figure 2: Illustration of the propagation constant S in the different materials as function of the 

wavevector component parallel to the interface, using a wavelength of 633 nm. Full and dashed lines 

illustrate the real and imaginary part, respectively. The vertical lines represent reciprocal lattice 

vectors of the grating with period of 890 nm.  

 

Figure 3: Measured reflection haze of a sinusoidally textured silver surface with period of 890 nm for 

perpendicular incidence with s- (squares) and p-polarized light (circles). Dashed and full lines 

represent results of scalar scattering theory before and after correction for the effective depth of the 

texture, respectively.  

 

Figure 4: Same experimental data as Figure 3. Dotted, dashed and full lines illustrate results of the 

plane wave expansion to first, second, and third order, respectively.  

 

Figure 5: Measured haze from a 260 nm thick a-Si film on the grating; squares and circles represent 

s- and p-polarization, respectively. The solid line shows the calculated haze for reflection from 

corrugated bulk a-Si.  

 

Figure 6: Haze of the sinusoidal silver surface covered with thin films of ZnO; squares reproduce the 

properties of the pure silver surface from Figure 3, circles, up-, and down triangles denote film 

thicknesses of 20, 40, and 60 nm, respectively. The overlaid lines illustrate theoretical results for 

expansion to third order.  

 

Figure 7: Total reflection of a 260 nm thick film of a-Si on the textured silver reflector; squares and 

circles denote p- and s-polarization, respectively. In the inset, diamonds illustrate the reflection from 
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a flat reference sample. In all panels, the lines show theoretical results for expansion to third order 

using the dielectric data of bulk silver (dots) and two models of silver with reduced material quality 

(dashed and full lines).  

 

Figure 8: Haze of the 260 nm thick a-Si film on the textured silver reflector (same as Figure 5). 

Dashed and full lines denote theoretical results for conformal and non-conformal covering, 

respectively, using an expansion to third order and the data of bulk silver. 
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